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Description
One of the most visible phenomena brought about by late capitalism is the increasingly pivotal
role of tourism in the economic and cultural life of places. The global demand for tourism has
been also consistently increasing. Assuming that tourism is one of the most sensitive sectors in
terms of susceptibility to crises on the short and medium term, it is interesting to unveil how
current global economic recession and tourism intersect and influence each other.
The session will particularly question how topics related to economic recession are interpreted,
performed and reified by a variety of actors in the European tourism domain:
- How do political and economic élites, policy-makers, intermediaries of any kind, tourists,
etc. react to major, global, economical changes? E.g.: changes in the geography of holidays, in
the length of journeys; changes in partnerships between public and private actors; changes in
the awareness of the potentiality of the tourism domain as a sphere to attract exogenous
economical/cultural/social resources; the repositioning of tour operators towards new tourist
targets.
- Is it possible to identify new or renewed themes in the tourism domain that become the
object of material and discursive mobilization in order to answer problematic conditions brought
about by the economic recession? E.g.: the promotion of innovative tourist destinations,
itineraries, events, etc. as an answer to the need for sustainability; but also the promotion of
luxury destinations that may attract consumerist élites.
- How do the possible changing attitudes of political and economic élites, policy-makers,
intermediaries of any kind, tourists, etc. influence the economic and cultural, social and spatial
life of tourism destinations at micro-scale level? E.g.: in terms of “power relations”, “participative
democracy”, “transition to a low carbon society”, “social innovation”, “socio-spatial segregation”
just to quote but a few debated themes.
- How are lock-ins dismantled or reproduced in tourism?
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We particularly welcome papers that focus on fostering the renewal or the “(re)invention” of
tourism destinations, tourism sites within cities, tourism itineraries, products, policies and even
of particular categories of tourists as a possible solution or as a reaction to economic recession.
Priority will be given to the presentation of those case studies embedded in theoretical accounts
or exploring emerging trends in tourism with the help of analytical categories.
Papers will be discussed either in English and French.

Read the abstracts

Slot 1
Chair: Alessia Mariotti
Presentation n. 1
Title: Assessment of educational tourism implementation in Russian Protected Areas
Author(s): Natalia LUZHKOVA, Leonid KORYTNYY
Presentation n. 2
Title: Senior tourism: from social tourism to a possible answer to the economic recession? The
case study of Liguria Region
Author(s): Nicoletta VARANI, Camilla SPADAVECCHIA
Presentation n. 3
Title: Creative Tourism: The Challenge for the Region of Campania
Author(s): Monica MAGLIO, Germana CITARELLA
Presentation n. 4
Title: Developing tourism in the conditions of depopulation, the case study of South Dalmatian
islands, Croatia
Author(s): Ivan ŠULC
Presentation n. 5
Title: Tourism as a green fix for capitalism crisis
Author(s): Macià BLAZQUEZ-SALOM
Presentation n. 6
Title: Tourism, crisis and world mobility
Author(s): Patrizia ROMEI
Slot 2
Chair: Alessia Mariotti
Presentation n. 8
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Title: The effects of economical crisis over Romanian rural tourism
Author(s): Madalina-Teodora ANDREI, Tamara SIMON
Presentation n. 9
Title: EU Integrated Territory Planning and Inter-regional Programmes on Cultural, Natural and
Tourism Attractors: Territory, Territorial Issues and Stakeholders
Author(s): Francesco CITARELLA
Presentation n. 10
Title: A case of Touristic Region: the Algarves between development and tradition
Author(s): Giacomo CAVUTA, Dante DI MATTEO
Presentation n. 11
Title: Change factors that may influence tourism destinations
Author(s): José Miguel FERNÁNDEZ-GÜELL
Presentation n. 12
Title: Environmental management systems as tools for the protection of resources and
promotion of tourist destinations
Author(s): Francesca SORRENTINI
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